IDEAL SEAT CLIMATE INCLUSIVE

The RECARO Ergomed with new mesh seat cover

RECARO® and Ergomed® are registered trademarks of RECARO Beteiligungs-GmbH.

We reserve the right to make changes to the technology, form, color, and design of our products, or discontinue some of our products. We accept no liability for printing errors.
A GREAT COMPANION FOR ALL SEASONS

The RECARO Ergomed with climate control provides optimum seated comfort on long journeys, both in the heat of high summer and the icy cold of winter. The classic RECARO seat is now available with a new high-tech seat cover material: the silver, shimmering 3D mesh fabric is designed to let air through. A ventilation system inside the seat carries away moisture through the breathable membrane in the seat cover. Your body thus remains pleasantly dry, without getting cold. Silver decorative stitching emphasizes the contours of the pronounced side bolsters. A seat heating system rounds off the climate package. A universal side airbag is available as an option.